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Introduction

If mathematical problems be considered pure in inverse proportion to their

history, those herein considered may justifiably be though of as reasonably pure.

One of the prime motivations for the subject of this thesis has been the availability,

thanks to Dr. Calvin Moore, of a handwritten manuscript which has been in my

possession for two years, which is his doctoral dissertation, just published in [16].

A major portion of the following paper is concerned with laying firmer foundations

for the theory of Borel cohomology, in the belief that this will hasten defeat of the

enemy. Some of the theorems in the first two sections are modeled on those of

Snapper, in [18], who considered these problems for everything discrete, the

powerful techniques of homological algebra being available in this case. Unfor-

tunately, there is no machinery of projective or injective resolutions immediately

at our disposal for the cohomology theories based on Borel cochains. There is a

type of resolution, which leans toward the injective, but its full homological

character is not understood as yet. The entire idea of considering the cohomology

of general group actions was inspired by the paper of Snapper. These things have

been considered in the continuous case by Mostow in [17], where equivariant co-

homology groups are defined and studied.

Almost nothing being known about the higher cohomology groups, it was

desirable to ferret out those isolated pockets of triviality. This is done in the last

section, where it is shown that for G abelian locally compact separable metrizable,

R the real line, G operating trivially on R, H\G, R), the bounded Borel groups

defined in [16], do not depend upon the topology of G, nor its torsion. In fact, R

seems to ignore everything about G except a certain torsion-free discrete group D

associated to G.

The further fact that these groups are isomorphic to the group of alternating

multilinear functions An (G, R) was suggested by the results of Kleppner on

H2(G, T), where G is locally compact abelian and ¿ the circle group. He showed

that for all G except a certain intractable class of 2-primary groups, whose fate is

yet undecided, that H2(G,T)=L2(G,T)/S2(G,T), the continuous bihomo-

morphisms modulo the symmetric ones. We have not resolved this open question,
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but can show that Hj(G, T) = H2(G, T), the group on the left being the second

continuous cohomology group, and G being a certain type of solvable group,

including all abelian groups.

As for matters of notation, everything is pretty well standard, except that we

write lim', lim¡ for injective and projective limits.

Chapter I. The Cohomology Groups

X is a separable space complete with respect to some metric furnishing its

topology, hereafter referred to as a polonais space. There are also on the scene

two groups G, A, of which G is polonais, A is abelian and complete metrizable.

G operates on X and A by means of continuous maps GxX^-X, GxA^-A,

where for fixed g e G, x -*■ gx is a homeomorphism of X, a -> ga is a topological

automorphism of A, and by operate we mean that gx(g2x) = (gxg2)x, gx(g2a)

= (gig2)a, for all (gx, g2, x,a)eGx GxXxA. We call A a (/-module and X a

G-space. {G, X) denotes G, X together with an operation of G on X. A morphism

(/, a): {G, X) -*■ (H, Y) is a pair of maps such that /: G-> H is a continuous

homomorphism and a: X^- Y is either continuous or Borel, defined below,

depending upon the context. Further we require that a{gx) =f(g)a(x) for all

{g, x) s G x X. G acts coordinatewise on Xn, the action being defined by

g(xx,..., xn) = (gxx,.. -,gxn). We shall define three classes of cohomology groups,

and under certain conditions, obtain a spectral sequence for each class, similar to

that of Moore in [16], for a closed normal subgroup of a polonais locally compact

group. Pursuant of this, we continue to make definitions.

A subset of a space is called a Borel set if it lies in the cr-algebra generated by the

open sets. A function/: X-^- Y is called Borel if the inverse image under/of a

Borel set is Borel, and bounded if it takes compact sets into precompact sets. A

section for /is a function s:Y^-X such thatf°s=ly, the identity map on Y.

For n>0, define F\X; G, A)={f: X" -► A}, Bn{X; G, A)={f\fis Borel fï Fn},
Bn(X; G,A)={f\f is bounded f] Bn}, Cn{X; G, A)={f \ f is continuous f| *%

where AT is a G-space, A a G-module, and the G appearing in the above definitions

denotes the fact that each of these groups is a G-module with the following opera-

tion: (gf)(x)=g(f(g-1x)) for all (g, x) inGxX.

On Fn, we take as a basis for a uniformity the sets {(/, g) \ (f(x), g{x)) e V, for

x in K, K compact in Xn, V open and in the uniformity of A}, where the sets

{(x, y) | x—y £ U, U an open neighborhood of 0 in A} are a basis for the uniformity

of A. This uniformity is compatible with the group structure on Fn of pointwise

addition of functions. The neighborhoods of 0 for the topology of this uniformity

have as a basis the sets of the form {/1 f{K)<^U, K compact in Xn, U an open

neighborhood of 0 in A}. If X is locally compact, then it is <7-compact and the

above groups are all metrizable with the relative topology, and in any case complete,

since the Borel functions are closed under sequential pointwise convergence, which

suffices, since the range of these functions is metrizable and the convergence is
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uniform on compact sets. It would be interesting, and useful if natural, to find a

topology on Bn or even Bn which was at once complete, metrizable, separable,

and compatible with the group structure. For proofs of these statements on

completeness, see [8, p. 68 ff.]. Xe denotes the set of x in X such that for all g in

G, gx=x. The above defined operation of G on Fn, Bn, Bn, Cn, is continuous and

so (Fn)G, (Bn)c, (Bn)G, (Cn)G are all closed. Define 8n : ¿u-> ¿n+1 as dj(xx, ...,xn+x)

= J.kil(—l)k + 1f(xi,.--,xk,...,xn+i), where xk means that the variable xk is

to be omitted.

Lemma. dn: (¿n)G->(¿n+l)c,(Bn)G-^(Bn+1)G, (5n)c-> (¿n+1)c,(Cn)c->(Cn+1)G,

and is continuous for the topologies involved.

Proof. 8k:(Fn)G^(Fn+1)G, 8kf(xx,..., xn+x)=f(xx,..., xk,.. .,xn+x) is con-

tinuous because it is induced from the continuous map (xx,..., xn+x)->-

(xx,..., xk,..., xn+1)of Xn+1-+Xn and dn, as a sum of continuous maps, is also.

Corollary. Znd=)aer dnn(Fn)G, Zn = Z2n(Bn)G, Zn=Z^n(Bn)G, Z?=Z2

n (Cn)G are all closed.

Definition. We define the cohomology groups as usual, as the kernel of dn + x

modulo the image of 8n, and the various groups thus arising are denoted H&X; G, A),

H\X; G, A), H\X; G, A), Hnc(X; G, A).

These groups are not in general Hausdorff with the quotient topology, though

in a great many cases it can be verified that they are, and are called respectively the

discrete, Borel, bounded Borel, and continuous groups.

We now restrict ourselves to those (G, X) for which Y=X/G, the space of orbits,

is polonais in the quotient topology. Then the quotient map <p:X-^-Y, being

continuous, open and onto, has a Borel section s which is therefore a Borel iso-

morphism of F with s(Y). See [10, p. 397]. j(F)is not necessarily polonais, although

always Borel. <p2:GxX^-X, being continuous, is also when we restrict to

Gxs(Y). We require that this restriction, which is onto X, have a Borel section

'=(^1, t2). This also gives a section w:Ä'->GxFof933: GxY->X, where these

maps are related in the commutative diagram below.

t
GxX ==¿X

t '>2     /si

/<? x s   Ig x <p yy^

G x Y

Our next theorem gives a technique for descending from G-maps on X to maps

on Y.
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Theorem. There is an algebraic isomorphism between BX(X; G, A)c and the set of

Borel functions f: Y^-A such that for all y in Y,f(y) e As(y) = AGs(y), where Gx is

the isotropy subgroup at x in X.

Proof. If / is in B\X; G, A)G=B(X, A)G, define a/=/° s; then of is a Borel

function from Y to A such that f(y) is in Asiy) for y in Y, since f(x) is in Ax for

x in X. Conversely, iff is Borel from Y to A satisfying the above condition, define

(ßf)(x) = tx{x)f(s-x(t2(x))). fis clearly Borel but we must check that (ßf)(gx)

=g((ßf)(x)). We claim that t2(gx)=t2(x). Indeed, let x be in X and write x=

tx{x)t2(x); then gx=(gtx{x))t2(x) which also is tx{gx)t2(gx). Now because t2(x)

and t2(gx) are either in different orbits of X or identical, they must coincide, and

we have justified the claim. From the above equations, it follows that gtx(x) and

tx(gx) have the same effect on t2(x) = t2(gx). (ßf)(gx)=(ßf)(tx(gx)t2(gx)) =

h(gx)f(s'1(t2(gx))). Now/Os-H'six))) is in Asis-iU2ix)»=At2ix), so the string of

equalities continues with tx(gx)f(s~1(t2(x)))=gtx(xy{s~1(t2(x)))=g(ßf{x)). It is a

straightforward task to verify that a and ß are inverses of one another.

Following Snapper in [18], we now investigate the effect of a map <p: Ax -> A2 of

G-modules on the induced map <p* mapping B(X, AX)G -»■ B(X, A2)G. If <p is one to

one, so is 95* ; if 95 is an isomorphism, 95* is too. The most interesting case is that

when 93 is onto.

Definition. If <p:Ax-+A2 is a continuous onto G-module map, a separable

subset in A2 is called admissible if there is a separable subset of Ax which <p maps

onto it.

Proposition. If <p:Ax-+A2 is a continuous homomorphism from a complete

metrizable group onto a polonais group A2, then <p is open iff there is a polonais

subgroup A'X^AX such that <p{A'x) = A2.

Proof. One direction is clear; if there exists such an A'x, <p, restricted to A'x,

must be open, because the open mapping theorem for polonais groups applies,

and consequently cp must be open as well. Now suppose that <p is open, and let

Aj be a covering of Ax by open spheres of radius one. The open sets <p(kx) cover

A2 and since A2 is Lindelof, a countable subfamily also covers A2. Throw away all

members of Ax except for a countable number whose images cover A2. For each

member of this subcollection take a covering by open spheres of radius one-half

and again throw away all but a countable number, and do this for 1/n, n—3,4,_

Then the set of points in Ax lying in the spheres that have been retained forms a

separable space since it is Lindelöf, and 93 maps the closed subgroup generated by

this set onto A2. To see this, let a2 be in A2; a2 is in a sequence of open sets which

are the images under <p of open 1/n-spheres in Ax, the diameter of these sets tending

to zero, from the continuity of 9. Because Ax is complete, and because the sequence

of 1/n-spheres mapping into the sequence of open sets containing a2 is nested, their

intersection contains just one point, which is in the closure of our separable set in

Ax, and must map onto a2.
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Definition. A continuous onto G-module map cp: Ax^-A2 of complete metriz-

able groups is called amenable to (G, X) if (1) every separable subset of A2 is

admissible and (2) if S is a separable subset of A2, there is a section / for çj^-^S)

such that for y in Y, (Ax)s(y) -+ (A2\w onto implies that t((A2)sm n S)<=(Ax)s(y).

Proposition. If <p: AX—^A2 is an onto continuous G-module map of complete

metrizable groups, then if <p* maps B(X, Ai)G onto B(X,A2)G, it follows that for

each x in X, the map <px: (Ai)x -> (A2)x is onto. If further, 93 is amenable to (G, X),

then <ps(v) onto for each y in Y forces 93* to be onto.

Proof. If a2 is in (A2)x, let/in B(X, A2)G be such that f(x)=a2. Then for any/'

in B(X, AX)G with <p*f'=f,f'(x) is in (Ax)x and <px(f'(x))=a2. For the second part,

assume the amenability condition, let each 9J5(y) be onto, and suppose that /is in

B(X,A2)G. If /: S-±AX is our assumed section for S the range of/, consider

tofos. This is a Borel function from F to Ax, and t°f°s(y) is in (/4i)S(y) for y

in F. The function we are after is none other than ß(t of o s), since <p*(j3(r °/° .$))

=ßo <pjj ofos)=ß(<po t o f os)=ß(f os)=ß(a(f))=f S is separable; for this see

[10, p. 305].
Now assume that (G, X) is such that for the induced action (G, Xn), there are

Borel sections s for Xn^Xn/G=Yn, and u for Gxs(Yn)-+Xn, and that F„ is

polonais in the quotient topology. If these conditions are satisfied for all «, we say

that the action (G, X) is Borel smooth.

Proposition. IfO-^AxI^.A^.A2-^0 is an exact sequence of G-modulesand

G-module maps with a a homeomorphism into and 93 continuous and open, 93 amenable

to the Borel smooth (G, X), then if the maps <pv: Av -* A2, where U is n*=i GXl,

x¡ in X, are onto, we have a long exact sequence -> Hn~\X; G,A2)-^~ Hn(X; G, Ax)

-* Hn(X; G, A) -> Hn(X; G, A2) -> Hn+1(X; G, Ax) -+, zero for «<0, and infinite

to the right.

Proof. We apply the previous proposition to B(Xn, A)G and B(Xn, A2)G. Then

AX=A u for x=(xx, ...,xn) in Xn, and we obtain an exact sequence 0 -► Bn(X; G, Ax)

->- Bn(X; G, A) -> Bn(X; G, A2) -> 0 whose maps commute with the coboundary

maps for all «>0, giving a map of complexes. The rest is algebraic and classical.

The condition that 93^: Au -+ A2 be onto can be rephrased homologically. For

the group U operating on itself by left translations, we have a long exact sequence

for 0 ->/<!-> A -+ A2 -> 0. The first few terms of this sequence are 0-+Ax

-*■ Au -> A2 -+ H\U, Ai) -+, which shows that all we really must require is that

the map A2 -> H\U, Ai) be zero, and this is satisfied if H\U, Ax) is zero.

Let us now determine precisely the image of B(X, AX)G in B(X, A2)G under the

map 93*.

Proposition. Let <p:Ai^-A2 be a continuous onto G-module map such that

Ax, A2 are complete metrizable and for every separable admissible subset S<^A2
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there is a Borel section t: S->AX, and for all y in Y, (Ax)s(y} -*■ (A2)sW onto implies

t((A2)s(y) nS)c (Ax)s(y). Then the image 0/95* consists of those f which have admissible

range.

Proof. One way has been proved, and it suffices to remark that if / is in

B{X, A2)G and/' is in B{X, AX)G and ?>*/'=/, then since the range off is separable

and maps onto the range off under ¡p, the range off is separable and admissible.

If G operates freely on X, then Gx = 1 for all x in X, and in this case there are

no conditions on the Borel section t except that it exist, which it always does in the

above circumstances, and thus we get always a long exact sequence. If G is also

transitive we are almost in the classical case of Moore, [16, p. 43].

Suppose that we are given a morphism (/ a): (G, X)-*(H, Y), a Borel, and a

G-module A2, an //-module Ax, and a map 9: Ax -> A2 of G-modules, considering

Ax as a G-module by means of the map/ Then there is induced a map (/ a, <p)%

from Bn{Y, H, AX)H to Bn(X, G, A2)G, defined as follows: (/ «, f)lh(xx, ...,xn)

=<p{h{a{xx),.. .,a{xn))), for n in the group Bn{Y; H, AX)H, and this induced map

commutes with the respective coboundary maps, thus inducing further maps

(/, a, <p)%. on the cohomology groups Hn{Y; H,AX)^~ Hn(X; G, A2), called in-

flation maps. The property of these maps in which we are immediately interested

is their functoriality, (lc, 1*, Ia)1 = Ih\x-,g,A), (Ig, <* ° ß, lA)l=(lG, a, lA)l

o (le, ß, Ia)%. The next proposition will serve to characterize those cohomology

groups associated with a free G-action as those occurring in the classical action of

G on itself by left translations.

Proposition. Let G act freely on X. Then for every G-module A and all n=0,

the inclusion (lc, i): (G, O) -*■ (G, X), O any orbit in X, induces onto isomorphisms

H\X; G, A) -> Hn{0; G, A).

Proof. We shall define a G-map j: X-+ O such that j°i= I and i*°j* =

Ih"(0-.g,A),J* ° i* = ln"<.x-.G,Ay- Toward this end, select a section t for Gxs{Y)->X

and let x0 = t2(x0) be that unique point of O such that x0=s(y0) for some y0 in Y.

Define j{x) =j(tx(x)t2(x)) = tx(x)xQ. A straightforward calculation shows that

j°i=lo, and from functoriality, i* °j* = lHn(0:G,A) follows. If i* were one to one,

we would be finished, since i* °(j* ° i*)=(i* °j*)°i* = l °i* = i* implies that

j* 0 i* = \Hn(X.CAy This will be shown if we show that every/in Zn(X; G, A) is

cohomologous to an /' of the form g ° /'. If f{xx,..., xk, xk+x,..., xn) is just

f(tx(xx)x0,..., tx(xk)x0, xk+x,.. .,xn), let g{xx, ...,xn.x)be defined as

f(xx,. . ., Xk+X, ti(Xk+1)Xo, xk+x,..., xn).

Then a long but simple-minded calculation shows that

[/--ô((-iy«)](xi,.. .,*to**+i,**+a,. • -,*ii)

= \f-d((- lfg)](h(xi)Xo, ■-., h(xk)xo, tx(xk + x)x0, xk + 2,.. .,xn).
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This fact is used to perform an induction proof in the obvious manner, finishing

the proof of the proposition.

Chapter II. The Spectral Sequences

In this chapter we obtain a spectral sequence given a closed normal subgroup

Hof a locally compact polonais group G, for each of the four types of cohomology

groups defined in the last chapter. The discrete theory will not be explicitly

mentioned, since it is.a special case of each of the other three. These reduce to the

spectral sequences of Hochschild-Serre, Moore, and Mostow, as presented in [7],

[16], and [17], respectively. Before we do this, we need a fact about Borel spaces of

functions.

Theorem. There is a natural injection 8: B(X, B(Y, A))-> B(XxY, A) whose

range consists of those f which, when looked upon as functions from X to B(Y, A),

have separable range.

Proof. For/in B(X, B(Y, A)) define 8f(x, y)=f(x)(y) and if g is in B(Xx Y, A),

let yg(x)(y)=g(x, y). Let/be a Borel function from X to B(Y, A) of class a > 0, as

defined on [10, p. 280]. Now because/has separable range, we may apply (3),

[10, p. 294] to obtain the result that/is the uniform limit of functions/, which

are also of class a, but are countably-valued. Now each /„ is such that 6fn is in

B(Xx Y, A) and they converge pointwise to dfin this space, showing that 0/is

Borel. If a = 0, i.e., iff is continuous, we just make use of a countable dense set in

X, which is a determining set for/, to see that dfis Borel.

To show that the range of 8 is as stated, let/be in the group B(Xx Y, A) and

have separable range when considered as the function yf. Now yf(x) is certainly in

B(Y, A) since the restriction of/to {x} x Y is Borel. If S is the separable range of

yf if we can show that (yf)~1((WKjU+h) n S) is Borel in X, we are finished. Set

WK¡ u={/1 f(K) <=^U,K compact, U open containing 0}, « arbitrary in S. Because S

is separable every open set in S is an at most countable union of these sets. Define

h(x, y)=h(y). Then h is in B(Xx Y, A) and

(yf)-\(WK,v + h) n S) = {x | yf(x) e WK¡ü + h)

= {x \f(x, k)-h(k) e U, for k in K}

= {x | (f-h)(x, K) c U}.

Now since/— h is in B(Xx Y, A), (f—h)~l(U) is Borel in Xx Y, and all we really

have to show is that if B is Borel in XxY, K compact in F, then the set

{x | (x, K) <= B} is Borel in X. If B is open, this set is open. If now for all a < ß < Ci,

{x in XI (x, K) is in B, B e Ba} e Ba, where Ba is the ath Borel class of sets as on

p. 251 of [10], we assume that B is in Ba, B= (J?LX B\ B* in Bai, a.<a, we have

{x in X | (x, K) c B} = lj(" i {* in X \ (x, K) in B1} is in Ba, since {x in X | (x, K) <= B1}

is in Ba¡, and similarly if B=f]H,x B\ ¿' in Bai, c¡.<a. This finishes the proof.
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Define Bpq=Bp+1{G/H; G/H, Bq+1(G; H, A)")GIH, where G/H operates on itself

by left translations, H operates on G similarly, and we shorten this to

BP+\G/H; Bq+i(G; H, A)H)GIH.

Since H is normal, G leaves stable Bq+1{G; H, A)H with the operation (gxf)(g)

=gi(f(gí^gí) and H, with the induced action, acts trivially, which gives an opera-

tion of G/H. Bpq has two coboundary maps 8J«: Bpq -+ Bp+1-q and Si«: Bpq^-Bpq+1

defined as
p + 2

hf(yi.,yP+2)(gi,---,g«+ù= ^ (-i)k+1f(yi,- ■ -, y¡c,- ■ -, yP+2)(gi,- ■ -, gQ+i)

« + 2

Sa/i^i- • -, yP + i)(gi,- ■ ;gq+2)= 2 (~1)fc + 1/(j'i>- • •» J'p + iXfi»-  -,gk,-. -, g,+a)-
fc=i

As in [5, p. 86], there are two spectral sequences I?5, Ilf3 associated to this double

complex, each of which converges to the cohomology of the total complex,

appropriately filtered. To see what this cohomology is, let us look at II?".

Lemma. II?«=0 unless p=0.

Proof. H?« is the cohomology of Bpq using 8X. But if /is a cocycle in Bpq with

respect to Sx, p^O, and <p the quotient map of G onto G/H, by defining

<*f(yi,---,yv)(gi,---,g<l+i) to bef((P(gx),yx,...,yp)(gx,...,gll+x),v/e see that af

is in Bp~1,q, since it has separable range and we have also 8x(af)=f.

Corollary. Ilg" s IIS? = the cohomology ofBq+1{G, A)G with G as operators.

Proof.

II?" S H°(G/H, Bq+1{G; H, A)")

= ((Bq + \G; H, A)11)01» ~ Bq+1{G, A)G.

The largest problem immediately facing us is that of formulating reasonable

restrictions on Bq+1(G; H, A) which will allow us to identify If and I|9 with some-

thing humanly recognizable. Now because the action of H on G by left translations

is free, we have an isomorphism Hn(G; H, A)^Hn{H, A), since the orbits are just

the left cosets of H in G. The construction in the last chapter giving this iso-

morphism can be applied to the last q+l variables of the complex Bpq and we

obtain an isomorphism between the spectral sequences of Bpq and that of the

following double complex, Bpq=Bp+1(G/H, Bq+1{H, A)H)GIH; in fact, there are

isomorphisms \pxq^(\lq)i for all p, q^O, commuting with the respective 82's.

Henceforth we shall work exclusively with the double complex Bl" and perversely

denote it by Bpq.

The cocycles of Bpq with respect to 82 are just those/in Bpq which take values in

Zq+1(H, A). Identifying the coboundaries is a little harder. If d(Bq(H,A)H) is

closed, and if we factor ô: B"(H, A)H -► 8(Bq(H, A)H) as

Bq(H, A)H-^Bq(H, A)»/Zq{H, A) —» 8{B"{H, A)«)
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where a is the continuous open quotient map and ß is a continuous one to one map,

a separable subset of d(B"(H, A)11) is admissible for d iff it is admissible for ß,

since every separable subset of the above quotient is admissible for a. We can apply

an earlier criterion to d to discover that the image of the map 8X taking

Bp+1(G/H, Bq(H, Äf)G,H into BP+1(G/H, d(B"(H, A)"))GliI is just the set off in

the latter group having admissible range.

Definition. Bpq is called full if a is amenable to (G/H, (G/H)P+1).

In case Bpq is full, this implies, in particular, that the range of d is closed, since

amenability was defined only for complete groups; also we may identify the

coboundaries with respect to S2 as those / in Bpq taking values in d(Bq(H, A)H).

The reason that the previous theorems concerning ontoness of induced maps are

applicable is that all the actions (G/H, (G/H)p+1) have the proper Borel sections.

Indeed, the action of G/H on (G/H)p+1 is that by left translation by members of the

diagonal subgroup corresponding to G/H; similarly for (H, Hq+1). Because every

continuous function is Borel, there is an injection Z*(H, A) -+ Zn(H, A), which

takes coboundaries into coboundaries, thus inducing a natural map on cohomology

Hî-\H,A)^Hn~\H,A).

Lemma. If the natural homomorphism above is onto for n — l=q, with Bpq full,

and the. groups are Hausdorff, then Zq+1(H, A)^-Hq(H, A) is amenable to

(G/H, (G/H)»+i).

Proof. As HI is separable and HI -> H" is continuous, H" is also separable.

H% -► Hq is open as well, from the open mapping theorem. We have the following

commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:

0 0

I J
0 —> 8(C"(H, A)H) —> Zq+1(H, A) —> Hq(H, A)     —> 0

I I I
0 —> 8(Bq(H, A)H) —> Zq+1(H, A) —> Hq(H, A)- —> 0

I
0

where the dotted arrow has been filled in from the information in the rest of the

diagram. This gives the desired amenability.

Corollary. Under the above hypotheses, there is an isomorphism

II« ̂  HP(G/H, H"(H, A))
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Proof. The diagram

0 0

I I
0-*B>+\GIH, h(C<{H,A)ir))GIH-yB>+\GIH,Z<+\H, A))GIH^B*+\GIH, H&H, A))G,'H-+o

y y y
0-*£p+1(<7/#, KB"{H, A)i))GIH-+B*+1(GIH, Z"+1(H, A))GIH^b*+1{GIH, H\H, A))GIH ...> o

i
0

commutative and with exact rows and columns, where the dotted arrow has been

filled in homologically, just says that BP+1(G/H, Hq(H, A))GIH^Ipxq, and as this

isomorphism commutes with 81} the above isomorphism results.

Corollary. If H\H, A) is Hausdorff and if A is polonais,

II1 = Hp(G/H, H\H, A)).

Proof. Using a variant of Banach's homomorphism theorem, it follows easily

that Z2(H, A) = Z\H, A), and that 8(C\H, A)H) is 8(B\H, A)H); hence in partic-

ular, Hl(H, A)^H\H, A). Bpl is full since the map B\H, A)«-> 8(B\H, A)H) is

just A -* A/AH, the quotient map, if A is polonais. This corollary is just Theorem

1.1 of [16].

Corollary. If H is discrete and A is compact, then for all p, q,

\lq S H"(G/H, H"(H, A)).

Proof. The groups Bq+1(H, A) are all compact and so the groups 8(Bq+1(H, A)H)

are all closed and 8 is open onto its image, showing its amenability to (G/H, (G/H)p+*)

for all q. The last word is Hq(H, A) = Hq(H, A).

Corollary. If His open, lp2q^Hp(G/H, H"(H, A)) for all p, q.

Proof. Left to the reader.

We now turn to the continuous cohomology groups. Call the action (G, X)

continuously regular if (1) there is a continuous section s for the quotient map

<p:X^-X/G=Y and (2) there is further a continuous section for the restriction of

G x X -h>- X to G x s( Y). Then the following lemmas can be proved, using techniques

similar to those used to prove the corresponding lemmas in the Borel case.

Lemma. If (G, X) is continuously regular, there is an isomorphism between the

group of continuous f: Y-> A such that for y in Y,f(y) is in Asiv) and C(X; G, A)G,

where Asiyy is the set {a e Asiy) \ there is fin C(X; G, A)G andf(x)=a}.

Definition. An onto G-module map <p: Ax^- A2is called continuously amenable

to (G, X) if 93 is amenable to (G, X) and in addition, the section /: A2 -> Ax can be

chosen continuous.
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In the particular case that ÂsW is open in A for all y in Y, the set of y in Y such

that for all/: Y-+A satisfying the above conditions,/(j) is in Âsiyo), for some

fixed Äslyo), is open in F since the evaluation map is continuous; consequently our

group of functions on F is isomorphic to trC(Ya, Aa) (a e D), D a set indexing

the partition.

Theorem. If<p: Ax -+ A2 is a continuous onto G-module map and if

f*:C(X;G,Ax)G^C(X;G,A2)G

is onto, then <px: (Ax)x -> (A2)x is onto for each x in X.Iftp is continuously amenable

to the continuously regular (G, X), then 9>5(J/) onto for all y in Y forces 93* to be onto.

Proposition. IfO -> Ax ̂ > A i-> A2 -► 0 is an exact sequence of G-modules, and

if a is a homeomorphism, <p continuous, open and admitting a continuous section

making <p amenable to the continuously regular (G, X), and if<Pu'. Au -> A2 are onto,

there is a long exact sequence for the continuous groups.

Proposition. Let G act freely on X with (G, X) continuously regular.

Then (G, O) -»• (G, X) induces isomorphisms

m(X; G, A) -». H?(0; G, A),   for all n.

Definition. A closed subgroup H of a topological group G is said to be con-

tinuously embedded in G if there is a continuous section for the quotient map

G->G//7.

Lemma. The property of being closed and continuously embedded is transitive.

Proof. Let <px:H3-+ H3/Hx, <p2:H3^- H3/H2, <p3: H3/Hx -*■ H3/H2, Vi: H2

-+H2/HX, and s2, sé their respective continuous sections, where HX<=H2<=H3 are

closed subgroups. s3=<px ° s2 is a continuous section for 933, and the section for

which we are searching is defined for x in H3/Hx as

Si(x) = [s2 o 9>3(*)]í4([s2 ° <P3(x)]~xx).

Now we move on to the business of constructing a spectral sequence for the

continuous cohomology groups. There are more sophisticated devices available,

but for our purposes, it suffices to assume continuous sections for practically

every map in sight, in order to identify I|«. See [17, p. 27] for some ideas along this

line.

Consider the following subcomplex of Bpq:

Cpq = CP+1(G/H, Cq+1(G; H, A)H)GIH

with the two coboundary maps Sl5 82 restricted. Then 8?": Cpq->Cp+1-q and

8p":Cpq->Cp-q+1. We then have two spectral sequences I, II, both of which

converge to the cohomology of the total complex, which is II|« ~ Il^f s H"C(G, A).

If the closed normal subgroup H is embedded continuously in the locally compact
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group G, it follows from the transitivity proved above, that the image of H in the

diagonal subgroup of Gq+1 is embedded continuously in Gq+1 for all q, since

the diagonal subgroup G of Ga+1 is continuously embedded.

Theorem. If we have the following continuous embeddings: H<= G,

8((C)H) e Z?+1,       Z% c (C«)ff,

then WzW(G/H, H%(H, A)).

Proof. If j is a continuous section for Gq+1 -*■ Gq+1/H, where //is embedded in

the diagonal subgroup continuously, a section for Hxs(Gq+1/H)^> Gq+1 is given

by x ->- (jc[j o 93ÍX)] "1, s o <p(x)) and is a homeomorphism. Since // is normal, closed,

and continuously embedded in G, and acts freely on G by left translations, a con-

struction as in the Borel case shows that the isomorphism

Hq(H, A) ~ Hq(G; H, A)

gives rise to an isomorphism If s cohomology of Cpq using 82~ cohomology of

Cp+1(G/H, Cq+1(H, A)11)0'11using 82, which commutes with the respective maps 8^

Now the assumed continuous embeddings allow us to show the following sequence

exact:

0 -► Cp+1(G/H, 8(C(H, A)"))GIH

-* CP+1(G/H, Zq+1(H, A))GIH

-». CP+1(G/H, Hq(H, A))GIH^0.

But the first and second terms of this sequence are just the coboundaries and

cocycles of Cpq with respect to 8a, giving 11" ̂CP+1(G/H, Hq(H, A))GIH, this

isomorphism commuting with 8X; thus l^^H^G/H, H%(H, A)), as claimed.

Now enter the most delicate of the three cohomology theories : the bounded

Borel theory. The conditions to be imposed on the maps occurring are satisfied

in quite a number of interesting and useful cases. The main reason for giving this

theory any attention at all is that it is possible to prove the isomorphism of the

continuous groups with the bounded Borel in many more instances than with the

Borel. We remark here that if Äis a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G,

then there is a bounded Borel section for the quotient map, as shown in Mackey

[12, Lemma 1.1]. We list without proof the appropriate lemmas and definitions

for this theory.

Definition. (G, X) is called bounded if there is a bounded Borel section for

X^> X/G= Y and a section for

Gxs(Y)^X.

Lemma. For (G, X) bounded, there is an isomorphism between B(X, A)G and the

group of bounded Borel functions ffrom Y to A such thatf(y) is in A^yfor ally in Y.
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Definition. 9>: Ax ->- A2 is boundedly amenable to (G, X) if it is amenable and

the section / can be chosen bounded.

Proposition, tp: Ax -> A2 onto implies that z/>*: B(X, AX)G -> B{X, A2)G is onto,

then <px is onto for each x in X.If<p is boundedly amenable to the bounded (G, X),

then 9^5,) onto for all y in Y gives us that 95* is onto.

Proposition. IfO->Ax-+A-+A2^>-Oisan exact sequence of complete metriz-

able G-modules, with <p boundedly amenable to the bounded action (G, Xn)for all n,

there is a long exact sequence involving the bounded groups if the <pa are all onto.

The double complex to consider is Bpq=Bp+1(G/H, Bq+1{G; H, A)H)G'H and the

usual two coboundary maps 8X, 82. There are also Í, ÎÎ, around which converge to

the same limit, that of the total cohomology of Bpq.

Lemma. ÏÏ?«=0 unless p=0.

Proof. Define, as before, af{yx,..., yP){gx,..., g,+x) to be f(<p(gx), yx,...,yp)

■(gi, ■ ■■, gq+i) and let K be compact in G; if we show that f(K, yx,..., yp)(K, ...,K)

is precompact for fixed (yx,..., yp), this will be more than sufficient to show that

of: (G/H)p -+ Bq+l(G; H, A)H. But since/is in Bpq and since a precompact set of

functions must be uniformly bounded on every compact set, this must be a pre-

compact set. To show that ot/is bounded, let C be compact in G/H; we must show

that the set of functions given by f(<p(gx), C,..., C)(gx,.. .,gq+x)is precompact in

Bq+1(G; H, A)H. Now a set of functions is precompact iff it is precompact on every

compact subset of Gq+1. Let K be compact in G; then the set of restrictions of the

above family to Kq+1 is contained in the setf(<p(K), C,..., C)(K, ...,K)and this

is precompact since cp(K) xCx ■ ■ ■ xCis compact in (G/H)p+1, because/takes this

compact set into a precompact set of functions. This shows that a/is in Bp~1-",

and it is straightforward to verify that 8x(of)=f.

Corollary. ll°2q s 112? S H\G, A).

Lemma. If(G, X) is bounded and G acts freely on X, and O is any orbit, there is

an isomorphism Hn{X; G, A)^Hn(0; G, A).

Corollary. The injection of the double complex B"+\G/H, B"+\H, A)H)GIH into

Bpq induces an isomorphism in the usual manner.

Definition. Bpq is full if d : Bq{H, A)H -> 8{Bq{H, A)H) is boundedly amenable to

(G/H,(G/H)p+i).
Notice that all of the actions (H, Hq+1), and (G/H, (G/H)p+1) are bounded.

Proposition. IfBpq is full and Hqc(H, A) -> Hq{H, A) is an onto continuous map

of Hausdorff groups such that either (a) H"(H, A) is locally compact or (b) the maps

Hq(H, A) -> Hq{H, A), Zq+1(H, A) -* Hq(H, A) admit bounded Borel sections, then

Uq = Hp(G/H, H"(H, A)).
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Corollary. If ^(H, A) is Hausdorff and A is locally compact, then for all p,

H1-H*(G/H,H'x(B,Ay).

Proof. A -* A/AH admits a bounded Borel section; indeed all we need assume

is that A/AH is locally compact, which will be true if Z2(H, A) is.

Corollary. IfHis discrete and A compact, then for all p, q,

I|a = HP(G/H, Hq(H, A)).

Corollary. If H is open, we also get the above isomorphism.

In the next chapter, we pursue the question of relating the various cohomology

theories and obtaining certain conditions for Bpq to be full.

Chapter III. The Computations

The main tools having been collected and honed, it is now time to compute.

Moore in [16] has done an admirable job of this for the second cohomology

groups of a respectably large class of both domain groups G and coefficient groups

A. In case A^T, the circle group, and G abelian operates trivially, Kleppner in [9]

has determined H2(G, T), modulo certain 2-primary groups G, as the group of

continuous bihomomorphisms on G with values in T, modulo the symmetric ones.

Motivated by the fact that in case A s R, the real line, H2(G, R)^/\2 (G, R), the

group of alternating bihomomorphisms, G abelian operating trivially, we are able

to show that this isomorphism is valid for all dimensions, and further that the

cohomology of locally compact abelian groups with values in the reals is equivalent

to the cohomology of discrete torsion-free groups with values in the reals. In doing

this, we move freely between the homogeneous and the nonhomogeneous theories,

as utility directs. Thus far we have worked solely with the homogeneous theory

for two reasons : one, the nonhomogeneous theory is not at all applicable to the

situation of a general group action (G, X), and two, the homogeneous theory is

much more cleancut, and hence clearly suited to our tastes.

To pass from the homogeneous to the nonhomogeneous theory, define

a: Bn(G, A)G-+ Bn~*(<?, A), for n£2, as

af(Xi, ..., Xn-X) =/(l, XX, XXX2, ...,Xi-- xn.x).

The inverse of a is ß, which is

f(Xx, . . ., Xn) = Xxf(Xx   X2, X2   X3, ..., Xn-XXn).

If we require this be a map of complexes, the coboundary operator on

Bn~ \G,A) must be

n-l

8f(Xi, ...,*„) = Xif(x2,..., xn)+ 2 (-l)k/(*i, ■ • -, xkxk+1,..., xn)
k = l

+(-iyf(xx,...,xn-x).
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a is a topological isomorphism which is natural in all possible senses; in G, A,

and the action of G on A. There is a spectral sequence for this theory, which follows

as a result of this strong isomorphism, and its properties parallel those of the

homogeneous theory, as may be seen in [16], [17]. Let us be about our stated

business.

Lemma. If either X or Y is discrete, B{X, B{Y, A)) is isomorphic to B(Xx Y, A).

Proof. B{Y, A) is separable if y is discrete, and every Borel function / in

B(X, B{Y, A)) has separable range.

Lemma. A Borel function f: Gn->- A, which is a homomorphism in each variable

separately, is continuous.

Proof. The lemma is actually valid for any polonais G and any complete metriz-

able A. We prove the lemma for n = 3, the generalization to the case of any n

being both trivial and tedious. Let/be as hypothesized, mapping G3 to A. Suppose

that {x(n)} is a sequence approaching x(0). Then by [10, p. 306] there is a set P of

the first category such that/, restricted to the complement, is continuous. The set

S=(Jnëo x(«)"1P is also of the first category, and so there is a point (gx, g2, g3)

not in S. Now expand f(g1x(n)x,g2x(n)2,g3x(n)3)=f(x(n)x, x{n)2, x{n)3)+terms

which vary in only two places. This lets us express the first term on the right-hand

side in terms of the others, the other functions approaching a limit, where we assume

that we have already proved the theorem for n=2.

Lemma. H\Zm, A)^/\n (Zm, A), Zm acting trivially on A.

Proof. Take a Koszul resolution of Z as a Z[Zm]-module, as in [14, p. 204].

Then it follows easily that H n(Zm, ,4.) ̂ Ext^ (Z, A) = Homz(En, A), where En is

the nth exterior algebra on the generators ux,..., um, corresponding to the

generators of Zm; but this last group is just A" (Zm, A).

Definition. If A is divisible and torsion-free, then the alternation map A : F"{G, A)

-+F\G,A) is given by Af(xx,..., xn) = l/n!(2(-l)sro<p/(xJ>(1),..., *„<„,)), p in

Sn, the symmetric group.

Lemma. If A is torsion-free and divisible, there is an exact sequence

i A
0 —> d{Bn{Zm, A)) —> Zn+1{Zm, A) —> An+1 (Zm, A) —> 0,

i the inclusion map and A the alternation.

Proof. It is straightforward to compute that A{dg)=0, for g in Bn{G, A), for

any G, A. Also, from [1, p. 72], it follows that A(Zn+\Zm, A))<^ /\n+1 (Zm,A).

If fis in An+1 (Zm, A), then Af=f since A2=A, showing that A is onto. Now

suppose that/is in Zn+1(Zm, A) and Af=0. From the previous lemma, write/as

dg+h, where n is in A"+1 (Zm, A) ; then since A(dg)=0 and Ah=n, we get h=Ah=0,

and f=dg.
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Theorem. If A is divisible and torsion-free, then 8(Bn(Zm, A)) is closed in

Zn+1(Zm, A). If A is also polonais, then 8 is open onto its range.

Proof. A is continuous, which shows 8(Bn(Zm, A)) closed; since A is polonais,

so are the groups involved, and the open mapping theorem applies.

Corollary. If 0 ->- Zm -+ G -*■ G/Zm -> 0 is exact and if the operation of G

on the divisible, torsion-free, polonais A is trivial when restricted to Zm, there are

spectral sequences I, Î, such that for all p, q, I%q=Hp(G/Zm, Hq(Zm, A)) llq =

Hp(G/Zm, Hq(Zm, A)) and if Zm is continuously embedded in G, an isomorphism as

above for the continuous groups.

Proof. Clear.

Definition. A vector space V over a field K is called linearly compact if K has

the discrete topology and if F is a topological vector space over K, and further,

for every set (Fa)a€A, of closed linear subvarieties of V, if f) Fa is nonempty, a in

a finite subset of A, then f) FaaeA is nonempty. We also assume that Fis Hausdorff.

For a discussion of linearly compact vector spaces, see [11, p. 78]. The most

important properties of these spaces in which we are interested are listed below.

Fact. Fis linearly compact over ¿iff V^T\aKa, Ka^K.

Fact. If h: (Vi,fij)-^-(W„gij) is a map of inverse systems, where each Vu Wt

is a linearly compact vector space over K, then KerAoo^limj Ker«¡, and Im««,

Sliniilm/ii.

For an indication of the proof, see [4, p. 226]. On the strength of these facts, we

can prove the following useful

Theorem. If D is discrete and if D^ lim* ¿>¡, and if D operates trivially on the

additive group of the discrete field K, then there is an isomorphism Hn(D, K) £

linii Hn(D{, K).

Proof. We need only observe that Bn(D, ¿) = lim¡ Bn(Di, K) and that

8:Bn(D,K)-+Bn+1(D,K)

is 0«, for the maps 3, : Bn(Du K)->Bn+l(A. K). This, together with the above facts,

proves the theorem, if we note only that the Bn(Dt, K), Bn(D, K) are all linearly

compact.

Corollary. The same result holds true if K is replaced by any linearly compact

vector space over K.

Theorem. If D is discrete, D^lim* Dt, and A is compact, then there is an

isomorphism Hn(D, ^)slim¿ Hn(Di} A).

Proof. Clear.

Theorem. If ¿»^lim* Dt is discrete and V linearly compact over the discrete

field K, An (A F) = lim¡ An (A, V)for all «= 1.
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Proof. Zn(D, F) = limi Zn(Du V) and A" (A V) is just the image of the alter-

nation map A: Zn(D, V)^Zn(D, V), but A=Am, the limit of the alternation

maps Ai : Zn(¿\ V) -+ Zn(Du V), and since all groups are linearly compact vector

spaces over K, Im Aœ slim. Im Ax, which is just the statement of the theorem.

Definition ([15]). If G is totally disconnected and p is a prime, G is called p-

finite if there is a compact open subgroup G0<=G and an integer N such that for

all open normal Gx<^G0,pn divides [G0 : Gx] implies n<N.

Theorem. If V is a Fréchet space over a locally compact, non-archimedean

polonais field K, and if G is a totally disconnected p-finite group, where p is the

characteristic of the residue class field of K, then Hn(G, V)=0,for all n.

Proof. Monna and Springer in [15] have shown that in the above circumstances

there is a Haar integral on G for K-\ahxed bounded Borel functions, and this

proof extends naturally to functions which are bounded Borel and F-valued. If/

is in Zn(G, V), define

sf(gi, ■ ■ -,gn-i) = J  g~ V(g, gi, ■ ■ -,gn-i) dg.

Then e(sf)=fi
Using the ordinary Haar integral on a compact group G for F-valued bounded

Borel functions, V a Fréchet space over R, we get Hn(G, V)=0 for all n.

Lemma. If V is a Fréchet space over R and G/H is compact, we have an iso-

morphism Ln(G, V)=Ln{H, V), where L" is the group of continuous functions on

Gn with values in V which are homomorphisms in each variable separately, hereafter

referred to as multilinear.

Proof. Since every F-valued character defined on a closed subgroup of G

extends to G, ¿J(G, V) is exact in G, and the theorem is true for n= 1. Assume the

theorem true for n and consider ¿B+1(G, V) ̂ L\G, Ln(G, V))^L\G,Ln(H, V))

ZL\H,L«{H, V)) since L\H, V) is Fréchet; this final group is just Ln+1(H, V).

This same method of proof can be used to show that for every abelian A, we have

L\G, A) S L\G/[G~G], A), [G, G]

the commutator subgroup of G.

Corollary. Under the above assumptions, f\n (G, F) = A" (B, V).

Corollary. If H is compact instead of G/H, there are isomorphisms L\G, V)

ZL"(G/H, V), A"(G, K) = An(G/ff, V).

Theorem. If G is a compactly generated abelian locally compact group and if V

is Fréchet over R, Hn(G, F) = A" (G, V).

Proof. There is an exact sequence 0->Zm->-G->.r£->-0, with K compact. See

[6, p. 86]. From a previous lemma, we get a spectral sequence for this extension
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and lp2q^Hp(K,H"(Zm, V)), p+q=n, say. Now since Hq(Zm, V) is a Fréchet

space over R, this is zero unless;?=0, in which case IgB ~ 1°," £ Hn(G, V) s Hn(Zm, V)

^ A" (Zm> V) = An (G, V) by the previous lemma.

Corollary. If G is compactly generated as above, V Fréchet over R, then

8(Bn(G, V)) is closed in Bn+1(G, V) and 8 is open onto its image.

Proof. There is an exact sequence0 -* 8(Bn(G, V)) J+Zn + 1(G,V)±>/\n+1(GV,)

-*■ 0, and as everything is Fréchet, the open mapping theorem holds.

Lemma. If D is a discrete torsion group and V is linearly compact over K, then

Hn(D, V)=0,foralln^l.

Proof. Dslim' A, A finite. Then Hn(D, F)^limi Hn(Dt, F)=0.

Corollary. Let G be a union of compact open subgroups. Then there is an

isomorphism Hn(G, R)s0, for alln^l.

Proof. There is an exact sequence 0->//-> G-> G///->-0, H compact and

open, G/H discrete and torsion. We have a spectral sequence for this extension,

and 1P2"^HP(G/H, Hq(H, R)). This is zero for q>0, and for q=0, HP(G/H, R)=0,

since R and Hq(H, R) are linearly compact with the discrete topology on R, the

latter zero except when ^=0.

Theorem. Let G be locally compact abelian and let GK be the union of all compact

subgroups of G, which is just the set of compact elements of G. GK is a closed sub-

group of G and

Hn(G, R) s H\G/GK, R).

Proof. Since Hn(GK, R)=0 and everybody is Fréchet, there is a spectral sequence

for 0 -> GK -* G -> G/GK -> 0 whose second term is HP(G/GK, H"(GK, R)), which

is zero unless q=0. Done.

Theorem. If G is locally compact abelian, Hn(G, lc) = A" (G, R)-

Proof. G/GK^Rm x D, where D is discrete and torsion-free. But we can make a

further reduction—there is an exact sequence

0 -+ Zm x D -> Äm x D -+ Tm -> 0.

Now since Zm x D s lim' Z"' and since Hn(ZmxD, R)^limiHn(Zn\ R)^

lirrii/\n(Zni,R)^/\n(ZmxD,R), we see that 8(Bn(Zm x D, R)) is closed in

¿n+1(Zm x D, R) and that d is open onto its range. Thus there is a spectral sequence

for the above extension. But because ¿m is compact, there are isomorphisms
Hn(G, R)SHn(Zm xD,R)z An (Zm x ¿, Ä) = A" (G, *)•

Theorem. If0->H-+G-+ G/H-> 0 is exact, H abelian, and the restriction of

the action of G on R to H is trivial, then there is a spectral sequence for this extension

whose second term is HP(G/H, Hq(H, R)).
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Proof. The fact H"(H, R)? /\" (H, R) implies that 8 is open and is onto its

closed range d{Bq~ \G, R)).

Now if we consider n¡ ^¡. each Rt s R, and the fact that each closed subspace

of this product is also of this form, we also have that quotients are of this form,

since everything splits. This allows us to see that An (A R)^Hn(D, R)^Yli Ri,

for D discrete torsion-free abelian. Now since \~W Ri is both a Fréchet space and

a natural linearly compact space with the discrete topology on R, we see that all

the proofs of the previous lemmas and theorems go through for n¿ Ri instead of R.

From now on, we write simply ]~1 B for EL Ai-

Définition. G is said to be continuously solvable of finite length if there is a

sequence {eJcCjC-cß of closed normal subgroups, such that Gi + X/Gi is

abelian and G, is embedded continuously in G(+1.

Theorem. If G is continuously solvable of finite length, the natural homomorphism

Hnc(G, \~[R)-^- Hn(G, fi R) is really an isomorphism, where G acts trivally on \~[ R.

Proof. We use induction on the length of G, the case n = 1 being that of G

abelian, already proved. Now from the previous theorem, there is a spectral

sequence for the extension 0 -► Gx -*■ G -»> G/Gx -*• 0, whose second term is

HP(G/GX, Hq(Gx, n R)), for p+q=n, say. The transitivity of continuous embed-

dings tells us that Gx is continuously embedded in G, and thus there is a spectral

sequence for this extension for the continuous groups, as well. The natural homo-

morphism in the statement of the theorem induces maps for all p, q: {lp¿)c -*> K?.

If we can show that these are all isomorphisms for oo replaced by 2, we are finished.

But these maps are just

HP(G/GX, H%(GX, n R)) ~* H\G/GX, Hq(Gx, \~í R)),

or, since Hq(Gx, U R) = Hq(Gx, TJ R) = U R, and also

H%G/GX, n R) -* Hp{G/Gx, \~\ R),

which are isomorphisms by the induction assumption, the length of G/Gx being

less than that of G.

Corollary. If G is a solvable Lie group, with a finite number of components,

H?{G,R)^Hn{G,R).

Proof. G is well known to be .continuously solvable.

Now let us investigate the groups ¿7n(G, A), where G is a locally compact abelian

group such that both G and G are totally disconnected, and A s Qp, the p-adic

numbers.

Theorem. If G is locally compact abelian as above, then there is an isomorphism

Hn(G, Qp) s Hn(GP, op), where Gp is the p-primary component of G.
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Proof. From [2, p. 49] we can write G as G„ x n,^p G„ the latter group being

the local direct product of the ^-primary components G, with respect to certain

compact open subgroups, G'„. First we observe that /7n(n,#p G„ QP) is zero since

n,#p G'„ is p-ñnite and compact and since the discrete torsion group Uq¿p G,

modulo n,^j G'q is the direct limit of finite groups, which are, of course, p-ñrúte.

Thus we have a spectral sequence for the subgroup n,#p G„ and using this, we

obtain the theorem.

Next, we let A s T and we study H2(G, T).

Lemma. For arbitrary polonais A, H2(G, A) -*■ H2(G, A) is one to one.

Proof. Let f(x,y)=h(x)+h(y)-h(xy),f in Z2(G, A), h in B\G, A). Now « is

continuous except on a set ¿<=G of first category. Let y be not in Unäo xñ1P,

where xn is an arbitrary sequence in G approaching x0. Then h(xn)=f(xn, y)

—xnh(y)+h(xny) which approaches f(x0,y)—xoh(y) + h(xoy) which is just h(x0),

and « is continuous.

Lemma. If G is abelian, H2(G, T) is Hausdorff.

Proof. A cocycle in Z\G, T) is in 8(B\G, ¿)) iff it is symmetric, since T is an

injective for abelian groups.

Lemma. If G is compact abelian, 8: B\G, T) -* 8(B\G, ¿)) is open.

Proof. In this case, Bn(G, T) is locally isomorphic to the Fréchet space Bn(G, R),

and the open mapping theorem applies.

Corollary. 7/0->//-► G-* G/H-+0 is exact with H compact abelian and

the restriction of the operation of G on T to H is trivial, there is a spectral sequence

whose second term is HP(G/H, H2(H, ¿))^I|2, for allp^O.

Proof. Clear.

Theorem. If G is continuously solvable of finite length and acts trivially on T,

then the natural homomorphism H2(G, T) -> H2(G, T) is an isomorphism onto.

Proof. H2(G, T) can be identified with the set of equivalence classes of central

extensions of ¿by G and H2(G, T) with those which split continuously, i.e., those

central extensions

0-*¿-^¿-^G-*0

in which T is continuously embedded. Then since we have already shown that the

above homomorphism is one to one, the transitivity of continuous embeddings

and the isomorphisms H2(Rn, T)^H2(R\ T), H2(K, T)^H2(K, T), for ¿compact

or discrete, show the theorem valid. These isomorphisms may be found in Kleppner,

[9, Theorem 7.1, p. 33].
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The only present thorn in the theory is H3(T, T), and by straightforward calcu-

lations, it is easy to show that there is a string of isomorphisms H3(R, T) s

H3(T, T)^Hl(T, Z)^H\R, Z). These groups are undoubtably all zero, and this

fact would hasten the analysis of the groups Hn(G, Z) and Hn{G, T), G abelian,

at least. In a future paper, we shall obtain a spectral sequence for certain closed

not necessarily normal subgroups of G along lines similar to the earlier sections

here, and use it on simple groups.
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